What comes about of violence
Violence is everyday
Violence can be used in many ways
The violence rate is at it's high state
So stop it all & believe in faith
while the demands stop their crave
only because they have realized
it is no longer a race
I threw violence away like it
was the dice I rolled
Violence is there even when your
not aware
It comes in the darkest place
so when your out playing hide
& go seek -- on with violence
it will disappear only leaving the
silent sound of a cricket
Only if the world just wants to
see
We could the stop the violence in
the eye of just one peek
I run the streets everyday
but not to see another
soliger die
Stop it all to become in faith, hate is at its peak with violence used in many ways. The violence every day, so violence can be.

But just remember violence is done with feeling stop the violence from all to keep away from violence everyday.